Smoothie Rinser Installations

1. SMOOTHIE RINSER
   LOCATED IN A SINK

   12" MINIMUM

   SINK

   TELL–TALE DRAIN

   HW AND CW FAUCET

   SMOOTHIE RINSER

   PVB OR SVB

2. SMOOTHIE RINSER
   LOCATED AT THE
   BEVERAGE STATION

   3/4" MINIMUM
   INDIRECT WASTE PIPE

   AIR GAP

   FLOOR DRAIN

   BASIN/SMOOTHIE TABLE/BEVERAGE SYSTEM/BLENDER STATION

   DCVI AV

   DOUBLE CHECK VALVE WITH INTERMEDIATE ATMOSPHERIC VENT

   PVB = PRESSURE VACUUM BREAKER

   SVB = SPILL–PROOF VACUUM BREAKER

   DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY

   Telephone: (651) 284-5063

   www.dli.mn.gov/ccldp/planplumbing.asp